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➨஧ᅇእᅜㄒࢭࣥࢱ࣮ⱥㄒ⛉┠ FD◊ಟ఍
 㸦ᮏ௳ࡣᖹᡂ27ᖺᗘࡢάືෆᐜ࡛ࡍࡀࠊ㛤ദ᫬ᮇࡢ㛵ಀୖࠊ37ྕ࡬ࡢᥖ㍕ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞
࠿ࡗࡓࡓࡵ38ྕ࡟ᥖ㍕ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡍ㸧
 ᖹᡂ27ᖺ3᭶10᪥㸦ⅆ㸧ࡢ14᫬࠿ࡽ16᫬࡟࠿ࡅ࡚ࠊእᅜㄒࢭࣥࢱ࣮304ᩍᐊ࡟࡚ࠊ
➨஧ᅇእᅜㄒࢭࣥࢱ࣮ⱥㄒ⛉┠ FD ◊ಟ఍ࡀ㛤ദࡉࢀࡲࡋࡓࠋFD ◊ಟ఍ࡣⱥㄒࡸึ
ಟእᅜㄒࢆᢸᙜࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᖖ໅࣭㠀ᖖ໅ࡢᩍဨࠊTF ᩍဨ࡞࡝ࡀ᪥㡭ᐇ㊶ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᩍᤵ
᪉ἲࡸᩍᮦ➼࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ሗ࿌ࢆ⾜࠺ពぢ஺᥮ࡢሙ࡜ࡋ࡚ά⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࠕࠕ⥲ྜⱥㄒࠖ
ᩍᤵἲࢆ୰ᚰ࡟ 㸦ࠖExchanging teaching methods for Integrated English)࡜࠸࠺ࢸ࣮
࣐ࡢࡶ࡜㛤ദࡉࢀࡓ➨஧ᅇ FD ࡛ࡣࠊ⥲ྜⱥㄒ࡟㛵㐃ࡋࡓ3௳ࡢⓎ⾲ࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡋࡓࠋ
ᑦࠊⓎ⾲࡟ඛ❧ࡕࠊ὾ྡᜨ⨾ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㛗࠿ࡽ I͇ntegrated English Curriculum͇࡜࠸
࠺㢟┠࡛㛤఍ࡢ࣓ࢵࢭ࣮ࢪࢆ㡬ࡁࡲࡋࡓࠋ
Ⓨ⾲⪅㸦ᩗ⛠␎㸧࡜Ⓨ⾲㢟┠㸸
1) Risako Ide & Grant Black, “Coordinating web-based language study: Report 
and mini open discussion” 
2) Maria Gabriela Schmidt, “Teaching integrated--integrated conversation: Sound 
and culture support the meaning” 
3) Mario Leto, “Abstract concepts and the utility of metaphor” 
㸦ᩥ㈐㸸☬ᓮ㸧
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➨୕ᅇ FD◊ಟ఍㸸ࠕⱥㄒᇶ♏ࠖᩍᤵἲࢆ୰ᚰ࡟
23 July, 2015 
9-11am , CA412 
The Third Faculty Development Workshop: Exchanging teaching methods for 
Principles of English 
The third workshop in this new programme for faculty development workshops in 
the English Section featured teaching methods for the first year course, ࠕⱥㄒᇶ
♏ࠖ. The first two workshops in the series featured the other two courses for 1st
year students: ࠕ␗ᩥ໬࡜ⱥㄒࠖ and ࠕ⥲ྜⱥㄒࠖ.  Presenters were given a 
30-minute time slot. The general pattern has been to take 20 minutes for the 
presentation and allow ten minutes for questions and answers. The three 
presenters covered widely divergent topics and much discussion ensued regarding 
issues of course content, course management, and other issues in learning 
development. 
List of presenters: 
1) ᒣᮧ ᓫᩯ:ࠕⱥㄒᇶ♏ࡢ┠ᣦࡍ⪃࠼ࡿຊ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠖ
2) Jeroen Bode: 'English language education: The impact of class size on student 
learning' 
3) Michael Tasseron: 'Student-made films in the language classroom' 
From left to right, M. Tasseron, S. Yamamura, J. Bode. 
㸦ᩥ㈐㸸ࣈࣛࢵࢡ㸧
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 ➨ᅄᅇ FD◊ಟ఍㸸
  I.OSD II. ACADEMIC WRITINGᩍᤵἲࢆ୰ᚰ࡟
19 January, 2016 
9:30-11:30am CA304 
The Fourth Facutly Development Workshop: Exchanging teaching methods for 
I. OSD, II. Academic Writing 
The fourth workshop in this new programme for faculty development workshops in 
the English Section featured two sections: I. Faculty training for how to help 
students with difficulties, and II. Teaching methods for the second year course, 
Academic Writing. The first section was an extension of work done by the English 
Section’s Working Group for Students with Disabilities to produce a one-page guide for 
instructors. The training explained the context of the guide and gave recommendations 
in best practices for actively addressing classroom accessibility issues. The second 
part of the workshop shifted to teaching methods for the second year elective 
course, Academic Writing. 
List of presenters: 
1) I.㔝⏣ᜨ⨾Ꮚ: ࠕၥ㢟ࢆᢪ࠼ࡿᏛ⏕࡜࡝࠺ྥࡁྜ࠺࠿̿OSD ࣃࣥࣇⓎห࡟ᙜࡓࡾ
̿ࠖ I. Noda Emiko: ‘How to help students with difficulties in the classroom’ 
2) II. Pramila Neupane: ’Academic writing: Classroom experiences’ 
3) II. Michael Stout: ’Using the learning management systems Manaba and 
Coursebase to teach academic writing: Pros and Cons’ 
From left clockwise, E. Noda, P. Neupane, M. Stout. 
㸦ᩥ㈐㸸ࣈࣛࢵࢡ㸧
